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Committee on Petitions 
Commission des pétitions 

Meeting / Réunion 
07/06/2007 - 
15:00 h. 

Bruxelles - ASP A1G-2 
 

Agenda 
No OJ 

Ref. Type 
Title 
Titre 

Languages 
Langues 

 
    

7 
PE 
388.684 

CM 

N° 38/2006 by Wojciech Pomorski 
(Polish and German) concerning 
discrimination regarding visiting 
rights on grounds of language 

da de el en fr it 
lv mt pl ro 

7   LT 
Letter from the German Permanent 
Representation 

de el en es fr 
hu it nl pl 

7   DV 
Report of the delegation visit to 
Berlin (21-23 March 2007) 

da de el en es fi 
fr hu it lv mt nl 

pl ro 

7   DV 

N° 712/2006 by Lidia Jochimsen 
(Polish), on alleged discrimination by 
the German youth welfare authorities 
against Polish speakers N° 713/2006 
by Beata Monika Pokrzeptowic-
Meyer (Polish), on alleged 
discrimination by the German youth 
welfare authority against Polish 
speakers  

de el en es fr 
hu it nl pl 

7   DV 

N° 848/2006 by Miroslaw 
Kraszewski (Polish), and N° 
849/2006 by Brygida 
Pokrzeptowicz (Polish), on alleged 
discrimination by the German youth 
welfare authority against Polish 
speakers  

da de el en es fi 
fr hu it lv mt nl 

pl ro 

7   DV 

N° 1008/2006 by Iwona Laube 
(Polish), on alleged discrimination 
against Polish speakers by the 
German Child and Youth Welfare 
Authorities (Jugendamt) N° 77/2007 
by André Bamberski (French and 
Polish), bearing 13 signatures, 
against the coercive powers of the 
German youth welfare authorities 
(‘Jugendamt’) as regards the rights 
and responsibilities of separated 
parents in relation to their children in 
cases where one parent is a German 
national  

de en fr pl 



7   DV 

N° 81/2007 by Barbara Fischer 
(German), on the ban imposed by 
the German child and youth welfare 
office (Jugendamt) on access to her 
daughter N° 127/2007 by Erhard 
Wick (German) on arbitrary 
measures taken by the German child 
and youth welfare office (Jugendamt) 
N° 128/2007 by Thomas Porombka 
(German) on arbitrary measures 
taken by the German child and youth 
welfare office (Jugendamt) N° 
151/2007 by Petra Heller 
(German), on arbitrary measures 
by the German child and youth 
welfare office (Jugendamt)  

de en fr pl 

8 
PE 
386.627 

CM 

N° 450/2006 by François Chevalier 
(French), on the refusal of the 
German authorities to recognise his 
French paternity status 

da de el en es fi 
fr hu it lv mt nl 

pl ro 

9 
PE 
386.457 

CM 

N° 418/2006 by Danuta Wilinska 
(Polish), on the incompatibility of 
Polish tax law with the provisions of 
the First Council Directive 
67/227/EEC on the harmonisation of 
legislation of Member States 
concerning turnover taxes and the 
Sixth Council Directive 77/388/EEC 
on the harmonization of the laws of 
the Member States relating to 
turnover taxes - Common system of 
value added tax: uniform basis of 
assessment 

da de el en es fi 
fr hu it lv mt nl 

pl ro 
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Your comments may be sent to us 

by e-mail 

Envoyez-nous vos commentaires par 

e-mail 
Distribution Service Mail 
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